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In this gripping and deeply touching book, bestselling author Katz tells the story of his lifetime dog,

Orson: a beautiful border collie--intense, smart, crazy, and unforgettable. 7 CDs. --This text refers to

the Digital edition.
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So he has money to elaborately renovate his playfarm, to landscape and hire gardeners and

helpers, to buy an ATV (the better to "commune" with nature -- like he went to the mountain for

solitude but quickly got MTV), and he didn't hesitate writing out a check for a new dog not long after

he euthanized his "soulmate", but when it came to spending a few thousand for Orson to get a

thorough vetting over, to build him a secure fence around an acre or two, or to even hire a

competent dog trainer or a dogwalker to give him the supervised exercise the dog needs (riding on

an ATV not much for an energetic border collie), Katz tells us it is immoral to spend that kind of

money on a dog when there are people in his hamlet who live in tar paper shacks and hunt for food.

Apparently not immoral, though, to spend the same funds on flowerbeds or repointing a fireplace, on

ATVs or MTV.He tells us he can rescue fifty dogs for what it would cost to take Orson to one

specialist. But he's already told us in previous volumes he doesn't believe in rescue dogs, in second

hand dogs, but in getting "good" dogs from "good" breeders.This guy was too cheap and lazy to

take his dog to even one canine veterinary specialist when the dog's behavior worsened, or to build

him a decent fence with a beware of dog sign, to hire even one good dog trainer. All of those things



-- vet care, training, fencing -- are basic responsibilities that come with owning a dog. But he didn't

leash his dog when necessary (something he has a history of never doing), never put up proper

fencing (Orson regularly got out of his NJ fence at home and even the puppy Clem was nearly

mowed down by a semi at the farm), never supervised Orson properly around visitors. And then he

was astounded when there were incidents.

I feel exactly the same way as the previous reviewer. My husband and I don't have border collies;

we have dachshunds. Dachshunds can also be very protective of their owners and territory and also

have a very strong prey drive. We have a dachshund that bit one of my neighbors while we had the

dog out for a walk. Their cat was out and my dog went after the cat and bit the neighbor instead (he

was in such an overexcited state he literally did not know what he was doing). Note: my dog was on

leash when this incident occurred. He is never off leash outside our property. Luckily this lady was

an animal lover and she was absolutely gracious about it.The incident taught me a very hard

lesson...but a necessary one. I had to be absolutely vigilant about my supervision of this dog. How I

introduce him. Where I walk him. I changed the leash from a regular 6ft leash to a 4ft slip lead (NOT

a choke chain). I have also applied some local trainers' ideas about noticing the early signs of

excitement in my dog and learning how to channel the dog's attention so that he never gets to the

excited state. It has been over 2 years since the incident and we have had no other incidents. But,

as I said, my husband and I are vigilant about our supervision. I do not take lightly the fact that my

dog bit someone. I think I lost sleep for a month when it happened. But, that memory now serves as

a constant reminder to me to maintain my awareness with my dog and be constant in my

supervision - which really all dog owners should do with all dogs.I have all of the Orson books and I,

too, was enjoying reading them. I thought, here is someone who understands what I am going

through in dealing with an anxious dog.
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